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Abstract 
Significant advances have been made in the last year or two in algorithms and theory for Sturm-Liouville 
problems (SLPs). For the classical regular or singular SLP -(p( x)u’)’ + q( x)u = Aw( x)u, a < x < b, we 
outline the algorithmic approaches of the recent library codes and what they can now routinely achieve. 
For a library code, automatic treatment of singular problems is a must. New results are presented which 
clarify the effect of various numerical methods of handling a singular endpoint. 
For the vector generalization -(P(x)u’)‘+Q(x)u = AW( ) x u where now u is a vector function of x, and P, 
Q, W are matrices, and for the corresponding higher-order vector self-adjoint problem, we outline the equally 
impressive advances in algorithms and theory. 
Keywords: Ordinary differential equation; Eigenproblem; Solution algorithms; Coefficient approximation 
1. Introduction 
The last couple of years have seen great developments in ordinary differential equation eigenvalue 
computations related to the Sturm-Liouville problem. For the classical case two new library codes 
have appeared, namely the Marletta-Pryce package SLOlF to SL08F [ 241 (referred to below by its 
main eigenvalue solver routine SL02F) and the Fulton-Pruess package SLEDGE [ 281, as well as 
a significant upgrade by Bailey et al. [ 81 of the classic code SLEIGN and a code of near library 
quality written by Marletta [23] to handle vector Sturm-Liouville systems. Greenberg [ 171 and 
Marletta have made advances in the theory of vector Sturn-Liouville problems and higher-order 
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linear self-adjoint problems, which promise to yield, or have already yielded, algorithms which are 
as robust and reliable as those for the scalar case. 
Both theory and implemented code have shown, firstly, the power of a generalized Priifer (phase- 
amplitude) representation; and secondly, the practical usefulness of coefjcient approximation methods. 
This survey is structured around these two ideas. Therefore, it concentrates on methods which are 
based on shooting-type algorithms. There continue to be many developments in the alternative basic 
approach of reduction to a matrix eigenproblem, but there is not the space to do them justice here. 
Excellent surveys of matrix methods are given in [ l-31. 
Library codes need to handle singular endpoints automatically: we state without proof a number 
of recently proved results which extend the range of singular behaviour for which reliable automatic 
algorithms can be constructed. 
The classical Sturm-Liouville problem (SLP) consists of a linear second-order ordinary differential 
equation (SLDE) written in formally self-adjoint form 
- (pew’)’ + q(x)u = w(n)u, (1) 
defined over an interval a < x < b with appropriate boundary conditions (BCs) at a and b. Since 
about 1800, the study of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of SLPs arising from mathematical 
physics has given rise to many deep results of classical and modem analysis. An eigenvulue is a 
value of A for which (1) has a nontrivial solution subject to the BCs, and the solution, unique up 
to scalar multiples, is the associated eigenfunction. The regular theory which dates back to Sturm 
( 1809-1882) and Liouville ( 1803-1855) assumes that the coefficient functions are well-behaved -
say 
p(x) , q(x) , w(x) are piecewise continuous with p and w strictly > 0 (2) 
-on a bounded closed interval [a, b] , and that regular boundary conditions are imposed, namely 
a,pu’(4 = a24a) 9 b,pu’W = b(b), (3) 
where al, u2 are not both zero nor are b,, b2, and where (here and throughout) pu’(x) is short for 
p (x) u’( x) . There is then an infinity of eigenvalues 
ho < A, < A2 < . . . --+ +cc (4) 
and eigenfunctions 
~O(X),~l(X),~2(X),..., (5) 
such that uk (x) has just k zeros on the open interval (a, b) , and such that distinct eigenfunctions are 
orthogonal with respect to the weight w(x), i.e., 
s 
b 
u~(x)u;(x)w(x) dx = 0, i # j. (6) 
u 
The numerical solution of regular SLPs is not trivial, but -except for the possible untoward 
phenomena to be mentioned later- basically straightforward. With modem software one can obtain 
Ak and (usually-again untoward events can upset this) &(x) to high accuracy limited only by 
machine precision, by any number of discretization methods. The challenges are to do this cheaply, 
especially when long runs of high-order eigenvalues are required, and with reliable error control. 
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2. Classifying singular problems 
By contrast, the theory of singular SLPs is vastly more complicated and gives rise to a whole 
range of difficult numerical tasks, such as 
( 1) classifying the endpoints a, b as limit-circle or limit-point and oscillatory or nonoscillatory; 
(2) automatically finding appropriate (approximating) BCs there; 
(3) determining how many eigenvalues there are, if this is finite; 
(4) finding resonances (quasi eigenvalues) within the continuous spectrum. 
A singular problem is, of course, one that is not regular. More precisely, a classical singular SLP 
is one that is defined by the SLDE (1) on a finite or infinite interval (a, b) where p, w and q satisfy 
the conditions (2) and one or both of a, b is a singular endpoint. The endpoint (say) x = a is 
singular if one or more of 
diverges at x = a, and regular if they all converge. (The standard 
be finite with p, q, w continuous there and p(a) > 0. The above 
x = foe, or p to go to zero or 191, w to be infinite there, and from 
(7) 
definition of regular requires a to 
allows a regular endpoint to have 
the computational viewpoint some 
special treatment will then be needed. However, the broader definition keeps the property that given 
finite al, a2 there is a unique solution of (1) having limpu’ = al and limu = a2 at a, and a simple 
change of independent variable converts it to the standard case.) 
Subject to the above conditions and provided the coefficients do not oscillate infinitely near the 
endpoints, singular endpoints fall into five basic types which can now be discriminated with reasonable 
success by automatic software, see [ 291: 
( 1) limit-circle, nonoscillatory (LCN) ; 
(2) limit-circle, oscillatory (LCO) ; 
(3) limit-point, nonoscillatory for all A (LPN) ; 
(4) limit-point, nonoscillatory for A < A, and oscillatory for A > A, (LPN/O); 
(5) limit-point, oscillatory for all A (LPO) . 
Let us assume for simplicity that just one end is singular, say x = a, and the other end x = b is 
regular, with a BC (3). At the singular end, the primary classification is the classical one of Weyl 
[ 341, Kodaira [ 191 and Titchmarsh [ 331 as follows. 
(a) Limit-circle (LC). All solutions u(x) of the SLDE are square-integrable, i.e., such that 
J lu12wdx converges at a. If so, a BC 
(8) 
must be imposed for a suitable function f(x) . This generalizes a regular BC. 
(b) Limit-point (LP) . There is just one solution (up to a scalar factor) for which J lu12w dx 
converges. If so, no BC is required at b. This is a slight simplification of the precise definition (see 
[ 12,19,33,34] ). 
A secondary classification is into nonoscillatory behaviour, for which some solution and hence 
every solution has only finitely many zeros in some neighbourhood of b; and oscillatory, for which 
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every solution has infinitely many zeros near b. For LC endpoints this classification is independent 
of A; for LP endpoints it may be A-dependent, see [ 121. 
Independently of square-integrability, if for a given real A solutions of the SLDE are nonoscillatory 
at b, then there is a unique (up to a scalar factor) “small” solution u(x), called principal or 
subdominant, such that u(x) = o(u(x)) as x + b for any linearly independent solution, see [ 181. 
For both LP and LC, the “small”, principal solution is the most numerically stable. This is why 
people, and automatic codes, have been solving singular problems numerically for many years without 
troubling about the LP/LC distinction. 
In the LCN case there is one special BC, the Friedrichs BC, which selects the principal solution. 
This is the BC that is relevant in almost all physical applications. In the LP case the principal 
solution is the only one that is a candidate to be square-integrable and thus valid from the Hilbert 
space viewpoint. In fact, if the SLDE is nonoscillatory for any real A, then for any smaller A it is 
so also, and the principal solution necessarily is square-integrable, see [ 221. Hence in either case the 
requirement of “subdominance” at the endpoint makes sense in Hilbert space terms for A that are 
bounded away from oscillatory behaviour. 
A thumbnail sketch of the five cases above is as follows. 
l LCN and LPN. These are the closest to the regular case in that there is again an infinite set of 
eigenvalues bounded below and unbounded above: 
A0 < Al < . +. < Ak + +oo. (9) 
l LPN/O. This is the case where there is a finite or infinite set, possibly empty, of eigenvalues 
A0 < A, < A2 < . . . < Akr (10) 
for 0 < k < K (where 0 < K < co), bounded above by continuous spectrum. The latter consists 
of the half-infinite interval [A,, co) for some finite A,, or of some subset thereof (cf. the “bands”, 
below), It is possible [ 151 for eigenvalues to lie above A, but their eigenfunctions oscillate infinitely 
and they require different techniques to compute. 
This is probably the commonest case of all in physical applications, and the original (1978) 
SLEIGN is justly known for the success with which it estimates A, and K. 
l LCO. Here, all solutions, for all real A, oscillate infinitely often in any neighbourhood of the 
endpoint. The effect is that the eigenvalues still form an infinite ordered sequence, but now unbounded 
in both directions: 
--+... < A--2 < A_, < A,, < A, < A2 < . . . + +m. (11) 
Since all eigenfunctions have infinitely many zeros, there is no canonical “lowest” eigenfunction, so, 
arbitrarily, the smallest positive eigenvalue is usually taken to be &. 
The recent upgrade SLEIGN2 of SLEIGN deals with this case. The code and some physical 
applications are discussed in [ 7,8]. A limit-circle type BC (8) must be imposed, the suitable function 
f being necessarily itself oscillatory. 
l LPO. For all real A, all solutions oscillate infinitely often and are not square-integrable. The 
spectrum is the whole real line and there are no eigenvalues. 
Resolving these distinctions is about the current state-of-the-art in automatic classification of the 
spectra of SLPs. There are many other possibilities, such as the bands of continuous spectrum, 
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separated by gaps, associated with periodic coefficients on an infinite interval, which require new 
software interfaces to pose the right questions and different numerical techniques to solve them. 
SLEDGE’s spectral density function facility is being used to investigate such spectra in current work 
by Pruess, Fulton and Eastham. 
3. What the scalar codes can do 
The currently available codes can with high reliability find eigenvalues Ak and eigenfunctions uk ( X) 
of regular and singular SLPs occurring in chemical physics, seismology, hydrodynamic stability, wave- 
guide theory, etc., targeting a specific index k or range of indices, and (most importantly) with error 
estimation and control. 
Eigenfunctions can be manipulated- the SLO2F package has facilities for various integrals like 
JUbui(x)f(x)uj(x) d x which represent expectations and other quantities of physical meaning in 
quantum mechanics. 
Resonances can be computed for common problems, typically for the radial Schrodinger equation 
- U” + q(x)u = Au, O<A<co, (12) 
where q(x) --+ 0 as x + co and has a barrier (interval where q > 0) to the right of a well (interval 
where q < 0) near x = 0. See [ 20,3 11. 
Current codes can compute the complex m(A) function which is the basis of the Weyl classification 
of singular problems - see [ 9,101. They can compute the spectral density function p(A) of an SLP - 
see [ 281. Thus, various objects that were formerly strictly pure mathematical are becoming readily 
computable. 
4. Priifer and Pruess methods 
4. I. Virtues of a Priifer formulation 
A Prtifer formulation of the Sturm-Liouville equation is not indisputably the best on all counts - it 
is used by SLEIGN and the old and new NAG codes, but not by SLEDGE. But it has many virtues. 
A solution of (1) defines a path P(x; A) = (pu’(x; A),u(x; A)) in the (pu’,u)-plane, as x varies 
for fixed A. The Prtifer equations consist simply in converting to polar coordinates r, 8 in this plane: 
pu’ = S’/*r cos 8, u = S-‘/*r sin0 where S is a scale factor depending on A and/or x. The BCs (3) 
convert to conditions 
e(a) = a, B(b) = p (mod ~1, (13) 
where LY, 0 derive from (3) in an obvious way. The numerical methods exploit the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Consider a regular problem ( I), (3) subject to assumptions (2). Let PL( x; A), for 
given A, be the path for the left-hand solution subject to initial values pu’(a) = al, u(a) = a2 which 
make it satisfy the BC at a. Then for each fixed x, PL rotates positively round 0 as A increases. Thus, 
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in terms of the Priifer variables the corresponding polar angle 13~ (x; A) is an increasing function of 
A. In particulal; the miss-distance function for shooting from a to b, 
D(A) = &(b; A) - P, (14) 
is strictly increasing for all A and has the property (if cr, p are correctly normalized) that Ak is the 
unique root of 
D(hk) = kr, (15) 
fork=O,l,... . 
In practice it is usually better to shoot from both ends to a matching point c in the middle. Then 
D(A) is the difference eL(c; A) - &(c; A) of left and right solutions, and is again strictly increasing. 
The theory is due to Prtifer ( 1923) [ 301 and the method has been used numerically since around 
1966, see [ 61. The Prtifer-based library codes SLEIGN, D02KEF date from around 1978. Both are 
based on a standard ODE initial-value solver and the above shooting process. 
4.2. Virtues of coeficient approximation (Pruess methods) 
The basic idea here is to replace p(x), q(x), w(x) by approximations p(x), q(x), r%(x) such that 
the approximating problem is easier to solve - in practice piecewise constants are used. The method 
dates back at least to Gordon ( 1969) [ 161 and Canosa and Gomes de Oliveira ( 1970) [ 111, but 
the first thorough convergence theory is due to Pruess (1973) [ 271 who proved that, if p”, q, @ are 
piecewise constant on a mesh of typical meshsize h and equal to p, q, w at the mesh midpoints, then 
(16) 
for all k and small enough h. This is similar to the bound of simple matrix methods using finite 
differences (ID) or finite elements (FE) ; however, simple arguments show also that 1 Ak - A, 1 < 
Chl Akl for all k and small enough h, which is not true for FD or FE. For a fixed mesh and large k, 
then, Pruess methods have an advantage over matrix methods. 
Clearly, for piecewise constant approximants, the solution of ( 1) can be computed analytically 
over each mesh interval, so that the Prtifer or other miss-distance can be formed by simple recurrence 
relations and the only errors in finding the eigenvalues are due to roundoff and inaccurate rootfinding. 
How do these methods, which we call Pruess methods, compare with the competition? First, in 
comparison with shooting methods based on a standard initial-value solver, the following holds. 
( 1) Pruess methods are of low order: 0( h*) convergence for fixed k as h + 0 if the above midpoint 
approximation is used. But repeated h2 extrapolation is valid for p, q, w sufficiently smooth, to give 
0(h4), 0(h6), . . . accuracy. Repeated extrapolation is the basic method of SLEDGE, whereas SL02F 
uses only one extrapolation for h4 accuracy, for reasons to do with the interface to the rest of the 
package. 
(2) The overall shooting process consists of a number of integrations with different values of A. 
Unlike a method based on a standard initial-value solver, it is practical with this method to fix the 
mesh and evaluate the coefficient midpoint values once for all before the start of the shooting process 
proper. This can give a big speed advantage. 
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(3) It is necessary to compute integrals J ]U]2Wdx, to normalize the eigenfunction and as part 
of the error-control process. For a standard initial-value solver this becomes troublesome if u(x) is 
exponentially growing or highly oscillatory. With a Pruess method it is computed analytically over 
each subinterval. Care is still needed to avoid overflow, but the problems are not severe. 
(4) Pruess methods, for a similar reason, are relatively unaffected by the stiffness/instability which 
can force a very small stepsize on an initial-value solver in regions, usually near a singular endpoint, 
where q - hw >> 0 and u(x) is usually steeply growing. 
(5) The Pruess approach allows one to combine automatic mesh selection with automatic regu- 
larization in a natural way -that is, the replacement of a problem with singular endpoint(s) by a 
regular problem, with estimation of the error incurred by this replacement. See, e.g., [ 241. 
Secondly, consider the comparison with methods which reduce the problem to a matrix eigenprob- 
lem, usually of the form 
Ku = AMu. (17) 
There have been many recent advances in such methods, especially the correction formulae of Paine, 
de Hoog, Andrew and Anderssen, see [ l-31 and the bibliography therein. However, they inherently 
produce an approximating problem with finite spectrum, and the error in the kth eigenvalue on a 
mesh of size h is typically 0( h”‘k”) and drops off as k increases, whereas 
(6) Pruess methods have the advantage of producing an approximating problem with a genuinely 
injinite spectrum, and the accuracy is maintained or even improves as k -+ 00. 
4.3. Choosing a mesh for Pruess methods 
Shooting methods for SLPs which use an initial-value solver base their error control on a posteriori 
global error estimates (SLEIGN) or weighted sums of local error estimates (D02KEF), the Pruess 
codes exploit a direct relation between the error in A and the true and approximating coefficient 
functions. The relevant formula is just a version of Green’s Identity, namely 
Ak - x, = 
sOb{(x,(G- w)ukz&- (q-q)u&k+ (l/p”- l/p)pu;~fi;) dx 
= $ (say). 
Job wu/J& dx 
(18) 
The aim is to choose a mesh {xl} which equidistributes the numerator A, that is, makes J”T_, 
approximately equal to some tolerance TOL, independently of i. The snag of course is that in ( 18)) 
u and c are unknown. One solution is to use a two-pass process. In SL02F the method is to solve the 
problem on a fixed mesh of very few (about twenty) points and to use the resulting eigenfunction 
U(x) in place of both u and ii in ( 18). Interval truncation is done during this phase. The second pass 
then chooses a mesh step-by-step to fulfil the equidistribution requirements. The resulting mesh is 
used throughout the subsequent shooting method. This approach, which is a nice mix of ODE initial- 
value and boundary-value mesh selection methods, has proved both simple and robust. Theoretical 
convergence results show that for this method, 
if no extrapolation is done, 
with one stage of extrapolation. (19) 
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SLEDGE also uses a first pass to choose a crude initial mesh by an equidistribution-type process, 
essentially replacing A, u and i3 by unity in the numerator of ( 18). The reduced efficiency of this 
approach by itself is offset by numerous alternative heuristics, and by the fact that SLEDGE repeatedly 
bisects the initial mesh and uses iterated extrapolation. SLEDGE’s approach automatically regularizes 
singular endpoints without truncating the interval: as the mesh is bisected, this has the effect of 
progressively improving the approximation at a singular end. An analysis of the detailed effects of 
various ways of regularizing Pruess methods, at singularities of different types, is needed and has not 
been done so far as I know. 
5. Friedrichs and non-Friedrichs BCs 
At a limit-circle endpoint, say x = a, the theory says a BC of the form (8) must be imposed 
in order to make a well-posed problem. For a given SLP, the space of f that define such a BC is 
very large, but the set of distinct BCs is only a one-parameter family as in the regular case. In fact 
all BCs can be generated by choosing linearly independent solutions fr, fi of the SLDE for some 
(convenient) A, and setting f = cos @f, + sin $f2, 0 6 4 < rr. The need for a BC was not used or 
even acknowledged in early numerical work on singular SLPs, including SLEIGN, which nonetheless 
managed to compute the solution which is actually wanted in most applications, namely the “small”, 
principal one at the endpoint, defined in Section 2. This is true whether the latter is LC or LP. The 
small solution is the one that is most stable under perturbations when integrating outwards from the 
endpoint, which is why it never seemed necessary to look for it explicitly. Such a u does nor always 
exist, but providing the coefficient functions are of one sign in a neighbourhood of a, it dues exist if 
a is of LCN or LPN type, or of LPN/O type for a nonoscillatory value of A. 
If a is of LPN type, or LPN/O with A below the continuous spectrum, the question arises: is the 
“small” solution really the one we want, i.e., is it the same as the unique square-integrable solution? 
It is easy to see the answer must be yes. 
If a is of LCN type, the question arises: is there a boundary condition-defining function f such 
that [u, f] (a) = 0 if and only if u is the small solution? The answer is yes, and the f, which can 
itself be taken as a “small” solution of the SLDE for any value of A, defines the unique Friedrichs 
BC at the endpoint. 
If a is of LCO type, there is no “small” solution for any real value of A: all BCs (18) are on an 
equal footing and all give a spectrum that is unbounded below. 
These facts, familiar to pure mathematicians, seem only recently to have been properly understood 
by implementers. It underlies the endpoint analysis in SL02F and SLEDGE, and [u, f] = 0 BCs 
are explicitly used in the new SLEIGN2 [ 81. It is now practicable to compute eigenvalues for LC 
problems: 
l Friedrichs nonoscillatory (D02KEF with manual help, SL02F, SLEIGN, SLEDGE); 
l non-Friedrichs nonoscillatory (the above, all with manual help, as the interval truncation methods 
that work for “small” solutions do not work in this case) ; 
l general oscillatory (SLEIGN2). 
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5.1. Some recent convergence results 
Recent theoretical results have clarified why convergence of numerical methods for singular prob- 
lems is sometimes fast and assured, sometimes slow and/or sensitive to details of machine arithmetic. 
The following are due to Bailey, Everitt, Marletta, Pryce and Zettl in various combinations. 
For simplicity assume a problem that is singular at a and regular at b. First take the case where 
a is nonoscillatory LP or LC with the BC of subdominance. Ostensibly “eigenvalue, eigenfunction” 
in this case are non-Hilbert-space concepts: hk is a number for which a solution uk of the DE exists 
which has the right number of zeros, satisfies the BC at b and is principal at a. But as noted above, 
in the LC case such a Ak is indeed an eigenvalue for the Friedrichs BC, and in the LP case it is an 
eigenvalue provided we assume the SLDE is nonoscillatory at a for A in a neighbourhood of &. The 
following is due to Pryce and Marletta and a proof is in [ 221. 
Theorem 2 (Pryce and Marletta) . Assume the coefJicients of the SLDE are of one sign in a neigh- 
bout-hood of a. Suppose k is given and hk, uk are the kth eigenvalue and eigenfunction of ( 1) with a 
given regular BC at b and the BC of subdominance at a, with the meaning and under the assumptions 
just given. 
Let A; be the corresponding eigenvalue of the problem obtained by replacing the BC at a by the 
BC u(a) = 0, where a < LY < b. Then, 
A; \ A/c, as ff 4 a. (20) 
The corresponding eigenfunctions, suitably normalized, converge to uk(x), uniformly on each 
interval [c, b] for a < c < b. 
Second, take the case of a (possibly) non-Friedrichs BC at a LC endpoint, say x = a. This takes 
the form [u, f ] (a) = 0 for some admissible f, and it is natural, for the problem truncated at x = cy, 
to use this f to define the (regular) BC [u, f ] (a) = 0. 
The endpoint may be oscillatory, and this poses a slight difficulty, namely that as cy -+ a, the number 
of zeros of a given solution u on [a, b] -that is the index of u as a solution of a truncated problem - 
increases without bound. This explains the way the next theorem is stated. In the nonoscillatory case 
one can take the same k throughout. 
Let the equation ( 1) have both endpoints either regular or limit-circle. Let f, g be functions such 
that [u, f ] (a) = 0 and [u, g] (b) = 0 define BCs at a and b respectively. Denote by P [ a, B] the 
regular SLP defined by ( 1) and the BCs [u, f ] (a) = 0, [u, g] (p) = 0 where a < LY < p < b, with 
kth eigenvalue Ak [ o, B] . Let P (a, b) denote the given problem. Recently proved is the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3 (Bailey et al. [ 81). Let a < (Y,, < B,, < b, n = 1,2, . . . , and let (Y,, + a, Bn + b 
monotonely. Assume each of a, b is either regular or LC. Suppose ,z is an eigenvalue of P (a, b). 
Then each neighbourhood of tx contains an eigenvalue of the regular problem P [ (Y,, B,,] for all 
suficiently large integers n. 
For the proof, using Hilbert space operator theory, see [ 71. Due to Pryce is the following stronger 
result and with a more elementary proof, but limited to the case where one end is regular. 
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Theorem 4 (Pryce) . Let a be LC and b be regular. Let ,X be an eigenvalue of P (a, b]. Then there 
is 8, > 0 and a0 > a such that for all LY E (a, two], regular problem P [a, b] has a unique eigenvalue 
A” = Ak [a, b] satisfying 1 A” - ,u[ < 80 (where k may depend on a), and 
A* --+ f% as LY -+ a. (21) 
The proof is in [ 251. 
Reverting to the nonoscillatory case, Theorem 2 is very satisfactory, but what about BCs other than 
the Friedrichs one? The following theorem, also proved in [25], seems to imply that numerically 
such BCs lead to an ill-posed problem. 
Theorem 5 (Pryce) . Let the SLP ( 1) be singular and LC nonoscillatory at a, and suppose Aw( x) - 
q(x) is of one sign in a neighbourhood of a. Let f be a function that defines a nontrivial BC at a 
which is not the Friedrichs BC, For some A, let v be any nonprincipal solution. Then u satisfies a 
condition of the form 
&{(’ +o(l))pf’(x)u(x) - (1 +o(l))f(x)pp’(x)) =O. (22) 
That is, arbitrarily small (relative) perturbations to the BCs of the approximating regular problem 
can be satisfied by a completely wrong solution. If, say, A is arbitrary and v is the solution which 
satisfies the BC at b, the theorem suggests that in floating-point arithmetic, where all numbers are 
subject to a small relative error, this can appear to satisfy the left-hand BC for any value of A, an 
unsatisfactory state of affairs. A closer analysis of the convergence-rate estimates below explains 
why the situation is sometimes, but not always, as bad as this theorem indicates, and numerical 
experiments confirm this. 
5.2. Estimating the rate of convergence 
The next results estimate the rate at which the eigenvalues of a truncated problem in Theorems 2 
and 3 converge to their limit. They indicate what sort of problems are likely to give difficulties owing 
to slow convergence. For simplicity assume that one end a is subject to truncation while the other 
end b is held fixed, and also for simplicity that b is a regular point. 
First we take the “less sophisticated software” case where a is LP, or LC with the Friedrichs BC, 
and we impose the truncated left BC u(a) = 0 where (Y -+ a. Second, we take the LC case handled 
by SLEIGN2, where the BC is [u, f ] (a) = 0 for a suitable admissible f, and the truncated BC is 
[u, f](o) =0 where cy+ a. 
For the first result, assume the conditions of Theorem 2 hold, that is a is LP, or LC nonoscillatory 
with the Friedrichs BC. Further let v(x) be a second, linearly independent solution of the SLDE for 
A = Ak. Then, the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 6 (Marletta and Pryce) . With the above assumptions, and with the truncated BC u(o) = 0, 
we have 
(23) 
as (Y + a, where C is a nonzero constant. 
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For the second result let the problem be LC at a and regular at b as in Theorem 4. Let Ak, u(x) be 
the kth eigenvalue and corresponding normalized eigenfunction of the problem with the given BCs at 
a and b. Let A(kl, Us be the corresponding eigenvalue and eigenfunction obtained by replacing the 
BC at a by the regular BC u(a) = 0, where a < cx < b. 
Theorem 7 (Pryce) . With the above notation, suppose a is LC with an arbitrary BC [u, f] (a) = 0. 
Let the truncated BCs be [u, f] (a) = 0 as in Theorem 4. Let ,U be an eigenvalue of the exact 
problem P (a, b] and let A” be the corresponding eigenvalue of the approximating problem P [ CY, b] 
given by Theorem 4 for LY sufJiciently near a. Then, 
as (Y + a, where C is a nonzero constant. 
It should be emphasized that these estimates are defined in terms of the true eigenfunction, and are 
thus noncomputable as they stand. They are convenient for analysing model problems with known 
solutions, but they are of little use for automatic error estimation. The paper [25] gives proofs and 
explicit values of the constants C, and discusses how computable error estimates may be obtained 
from them. Experiments with the performance of such estimates are in progress, see [ 141. 
As an example with truncated BC u(a) = 0, Table 1 shows the rate of convergence of the truncated 
problems for three cases showing very different behaviour as cy + a. The first problem is to find 
A, = 2 for Legendre’s equation - ( ( 1 - x2) u’)’ = AU on (-I, 1) ; the second to find A0 = 0.859 263 . . . 
for Bessel’s equation of order i with right-hand BC u(3) = 0; the third to find A,, = -0.0625 for the 
hydrogen atom equation -u” + (2/x2 - 1 /x) u = Au on (0, co), the truncation being applied at 0 only. 
For the same three problems, Table 2 compares the observed rate of convergence with that predicted 
by Theorem 6 with the help of some asymptotics. r is the ratio of observed to predicted error. Clearly 
the predictions are excellent for the three cases of slow, moderate and rapid convergence. Details are 
given in [ 251. 
Table 1 
Convergence rates for truncated problems with BC u(a) = 0 
Legendre Bessel H-atom 
(Y A? ff A,” (Y Ao” 
0.999 3.159 0.1 1.03 1 394 0.2 -0.062473 22 
0.999 9 2.810 0.01 0.902 877 0.1 -0.062496 38 
0.999 99 2.621 0.001 0.872 207 0.05 -0.062499 53 
0.999 999 2.502 0.000 1 0.863 275 0.025 -0.062 499 94 
0.999 999 9 2.422 0.000 0 1 0.860 522 0.0125 -0.06249999 
0.999 999 99 2.363 0.000 00 1 0.859 658 
0.999 999 999 2.319 0.000 000 1 0.859 386 
0.999 999 999 9 2.284 0.000 000 0 1 0.859 299 
0.999 999 999 99 2.256 
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Table 2 
Validity of asymptotic formula for convergence rate as cy + a 
Legendre Bessel H-atom 
CY r cl r a r 
0.999 1.334 
0.999 9 1.243 
0.999 99 1.192 
0.999 999 1.156 
0.999 999 9 1.134 
0.999 999 99 1.114 
0.999 999 999 1.102 
0.999 999 999 9 1.090 
0.999 999 999 99 1.081 
0.1 1.367 0.2 0.857 
0.01 1.095 0.1 0.927 
0.001 1.028 0.05 0.963 
0.000 1 1.010 0.025 0.983 
0.000 01 I .003 0.0125 0.996 
0.000 00 1 1.003 
0.000 000 1 1.003 
0.000 000 0 1 1.008 
Here r denotes the ratio of observed to predicted error. 
6. Vector SLPs 
The essential part of a vector SLP is the vector SL equation 
(-P(x)u’)‘+ Q(x)u = AW(x)u, a < x < b. (25) 
Here u is an n-vector function of x and P, Q, W are real symmetric it x IZ matrices, with P and W 
positive definite for almost all x, while A is still a real scalar. 
Vector SLPs arise frequently in quantum mechanics [ 21,321 as a result of applying the method of 
separation of variables to a scalar Schriidinger equation in several dimensions, 
- 02$ + V(X)@ = A@. (26) 
The scalar function J+!J is expanded as 
1+4 = c F,,(x) G,, (other coordinates), (27) 
P 
where x is one coordinate direction, for instance radial distance. The series is generally infinite but is 
truncated after II terms and then u(x) in (25) is just the vector of F,(x), p = 1 . . . , n. The method 
is popular in the chemical physics literature, one application being the so-called “many-channel 
method”- see [ 261 and other references in [ 231. 
Appropriate BCs in the regular case have the form 
A;u(a) = A;Pu’(a), B;u(b) = B;Pu’(b). (28) 
(Pu’(x) is short for P(x)u’(x).) Here A I, AZ, B1, B2 are real II x II matrices such that A,, A2 are 
conjoint, as are B,, B2, which means 
A;A2 = A;A,, B;B2 = B;B,. (29) 
(A* denotes the Hermitean transpose: though these matrices are real, matrices later on are complex.) 
In addition it is necessary that 
A, + iA2, B1 + iB2 have full rank n; (30) 
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equivalently the n x 2n matrices [A,, AZ], [B,, B2] have rank n. 
Singular endpoints can have more complicated structure than in the scalar case, ranging from “en- 
tirely limit-circle” to “entirely limit-point”- in terms of Hilbert space operator theory, the &Jiciency 
index can range from 2n down to n. For nonoscillatory endpoints fortunately there exists a unique 
“entirely Friedrichs” BC which gives the natural “small solution” there. 
Unlike the scalar case these problems can have multiple eigenvalues, of multiplicity up to n. 
At present it seems that the most powerful numerical methods are based on the elegant theory of 
Atkinson [4] which extends the Priifer theory to the vector case. We outline this theory and the 
resulting numerical approach first used in [ 51 and refined in [ 231. 
Form an n x n findumental matrix solution UL( x) satisfying the matrix version of (25): 
(-P(x)U’)’ + Q(x)U = hW(x)U (31) 
(equivalently each column of U satisfies (25)) and with columns satisfying the left-hand BC, by 
taking the initial values Put(a) = A,, U,(a) = AZ. Then any solution satisfying those BCs is of 
the form c*U(x) for a constant vector c. Similarly we can find a fundamental solution L&(x) with 
PU;(b) = B,, U,(b) = B2. 
Atkinson’s theory is based on the matrices 
Or_ = (PU[ + iU,)(PU[ - iU&‘, OR = (PUL + iU,)(PUt, - ii&-‘. (32) 
These are unitary for all x, and A is an eigenvalue of (25), (28) iff 
1 is an eigenvalue of O~(c)OL(c), (33) 
for some, hence any, c in [a, b] . Marletta [ 231 proves the following result, which improves and 
generalizes the miss-distance function of [ 51. 
Theorem 8. The eigenvalues of OL( x) can be written as exp(i&(x) ) and those of OR(x) as 
exp(i#(x)), j = 1,. . ., n, where ~$4, ~$5‘ are continuous functions of x. 
Suppose these functions are norm&d so that 
0 < &(a) < 27rTT, 0 < #(a) < 2%-? 
Further choose c E [a, b] and let the eigenvalues of 0; 
0 < Oj < 27T. 
(34) 
,(c)@L(c) be exp(iwj), j= l,...,n, where 
(35) 
Then the miss-distance M = M(A) defined by 
(36) 
is an integer-valued increasing function of A whose only points of increase are the eigenvalues of 
the problem (25), (28). Fur-then M increases by d whenever A increases through an eigenvalue of 
multiplicity d. 
In the scalar case n = 1, 4, is just twice the Prtifer angle 8 defined previously. 
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To compute M(A) Marletta’s code uses a Pruess method as in the scalar case, taking piecewise 
constant approximations to the matrices P, Q, W. The implementation problem then essentially 
reduces to that of efficiently following the change of the angles @j over an interval, for a problem 
(PU’)‘= RU (R=Q - AW), (37) 
with constant P, R. This is solved by a (far from trivial!) device that essentially decouples the system 
into y1 scalar ones to which the scalar Prtifer method is applied. The method is implemented in a 
code with automatic meshing using almost the same algorithm as in the Marletta-Pryce scalar code, 
though considerably more expensive since quantities like J (@ - w) EU dx become J ii* ( l? - W) u dx, 
now involving matrix-vector products. 
The code has a facility for handling both regular endpoints and singular endpoints with Friedrichs- 
style boundary conditions, the method again being remarkably analogous to the scalar case. For 
details, see [ 231. 
Greenberg and Marletta have developed the theory further, by defining a continuous, rather than 
integer-valued, miss-distance function exactly analogous to the one-dimensional Prtifer miss-distance 
which has obvious advantages in speeding up a rootfinding process. 
So, have these problems now become easy? By no means - firstly, this is big number-crunching, 
since the current algorithms take 0( n3) operations per integration step, and values 12 = 30 to n = 100 
are often wanted in applications. A big open question is whether methods exist which avoid matrix 
multiplication and eigensolutions at each step, thereby achieving 0(n2) work per step. Secondly, 
getting eigenfunctions is very memory-intensive using current algorithms. Thirdly, the problem of 
finding an efficient way to compute the miss-distance for higher-order equations seems considerably 
harder than for (25)) and is still wide open for research. 
A second major contribution of Greenberg [ 171 is to extend Atkinson’s Prtifer theory to self-adjoint 
linear ordinary differential equation eigenproblems of arbitrary (even) order 2n. A simple example 
of such a problem (of order 2n = 4) is 
(P**U” + P2iU’)” - (P&L” + P,*u’)’ = AWU, (38) 
where Pij and W are real k x k matrices with Pi; = cii and V = W. They arise in such areas 
as the theory of hydrodynamic stability, see [ 131’. The Greenberg theory is based on symplectic 
forms and Lagrangian planes in lR 2nk The main obstacle to using a Marletta-style piecewise constant . 
approximation is the problem of efficiently diagonalizing the resulting large structured matrices. 
7. Summary 
The “Sturm-Liouville-tree” of Fig. 1 summarizes recent and not-so-recent developments and shows 
the family of logically related problems which are, or promise soon to be, within the scope of library- 
quality software. New methods for regular problems in Liouville form will doubtless continue to be 
constructed, possibly embodying brand-new concepts. However, I feel most of the interest lies in 
assembling the algorithms to produce reliable automatic codes, and the higher-order vector case is an 
enticing challenge. 




(C) Pryce 78 
(C, T) Bailey, Garbow, 
Kaper, Zettl88 
Fig. 1. Also: Resonances: (C,T) LeRoy 78, Pryce 91. Spectral density function: (C,T) Pruess et al. 91. Weyl m(A) function 
and HELP inequalities: (C,T) Brown et al. 90. (Note: Liouville form: p = w = 1. Quasi Liouville form for vector case: P, 
W are (scalar functions) x (identity matrix). Indefinite p, w: can be zero over a range or change sign.) (T)=Theoretical 
advances; (C) =Computational methods. 
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